DRIVING TO WORK
HIGH-MILEAGE COMMUTES
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Long commutes are
unpopular everywhere, but
some parts of the region.
This map shows the average vehicle miles traveled
per worker, based on the location of employment. On
average, auto commute trips generate 18 vehicle miles
for each worker in the region, but in many workplaces
around the periphery, the average round-trip commute
adds up to more than 30 vehicle miles per worker.
These high-mileage commutes observed along
ed in isolated areas distant from population centers;
transit service to suburban job locations is unavailable
or inconvenient; and many municipalities have discouraged the development of new housing that would
allow workers to live closer to their place of employment. As a result, jobs in these locations make an
outsized contribution to the region’s driving patterns
and associated greenhouse gas emissions. Tracts that
exceed 25 auto commute miles per worker (the two
darkest shades on this map) comprise just 17% of the
region’s employment but more than 27% of commute
vehicle miles traveled. Absent major changes in land
use, housing production, and transit availability, job

than driving. As a result, each job in Boston and Cambridge generates 47% less VMT than does a job located
beyond the Inner Core (12.7 miles per worker versus
23.8 miles). In addition to demonstrating the environmental and transportation advantages of job growth
indicate that the region’s economy relies heavily on
the MBTA to get people to work. Failure to maintain a
reliable core transit system will have profound negative
impacts on congestion, productivity, and economic
competitiveness.
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for the region and the Commonwealth to achieve the
bold greenhouse gas reduction targets and mode shift
goals established by the Legislature and MassDOT.
Meanwhile, in the Inner Core—and especially in
Boston and Cambridge—there are far more workers
living in close proximity to job centers, transit options
are much more abundant, and public policies discourage driving to work. The chart shows that these factors
have an effect: average commute distances are roughly
20% shorter in the Inner Core than they are in rest
of the region. In Boston and Cambridge, more than a
third of commute miles are traveled by a mode other
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